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            Founded on the belief in the right to a healthy sex life, Tantus values education, simplicity, and
unwavering passion and integrity. We believe in education and in giving back to the community. We hope that our company helps others to live healthier and happier intimate lives. 
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	For Intermediate to Advanced Players
	

No Flex, Plays like a Classic Cane




	Woven Fabric Cover Deadens Initial Sting and Delays Body Response
	Leaves Behind Delicate Striping
	Tailored Grip Handle
	Total Length: 21 in. (53.3 cm)
	Circumference: 1 in. (2.5 cm)








The Vow is a reimagined, elegant twist on a classic cane. The stiff rod is covered in a soft bespoke woven fabric moving to a slim silicone diamond patterned grip, accented with silver nickel-free metal. The impact delivers a bright sting ebbing into a burn, leaving a classic stripe. The Vow has zero flex and is designed for intermediate to advanced players. It will make you Vow never to be naughty again, well until next time, of course.
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	For Intermediate to Advanced Players
	Tight Recoil
	Designed to Reach Tender and Tight Places
	Silicone Head and Woven Fabric Cover
	Tailored Grip Handle
	Total Length: 18 in. (45.7 cm)
	Circumference: 1 in. (2.5 cm)










There will be no more secrets after playing with the Confess. Designed for Intermediate to Advanced players, this crop has a Tantus premium silicone head, to deliver a swift, focused bite. A soft bespoke woven fabric covers the shaft and the silicone grip sports nickel-free metal accents. With a tight recoil and tailored grip handle, the Confess is designed to reach even the most secret tight and tender places. Prepare yourself to Confess.
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       A 
         
     Anonymous      
    
  Hurts less than a paddle and has a fun zing. If you really go for it I am sure you could up the pain but it’s pretty solid pleasure and makes a lovely noise against skin.

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    A 
         
     Anonymous      
    
 Tantalizing It’s been fun getting and giving that little contrast of a sting with pleasure to make both of us happy. Great crop and would  recommend this to anyone.
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              Regular price
              $ 42.00
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The Large Ripple is a unique combination of anal beads and dildo. It fits a harness perfectly for a slow sensual seduction. The beads start at 7/8" diameter and build gradually to 1-1/2", which makes for a tantalizing ride for both vaginal and anal play.


Safe For Your Body: Made from Tantus’ own unique formula of 100% Ultra-Premium Silicone
Easy To Clean: Eco-Friendly, Hypoallergenic, Hygienic, Boilable, and Dishwasher Safe.

Diameter: 0.8-1.5" 
Length: 6.85"
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       A 
         
     Anonymous      
    
 Fantastic Starter I recently purchased a few toys from Tantus and all of them have been fantastic. I use the Ripple Large to start myself off during solo Anal play. The first set of beads make it in really smoothly. About half way in or so I start to feel a bit of pressure of the larger beads. With a bit of relaxation, lube and time, I'm able to get them all in which feels great. Over all, the beads feel really smooth. The base is great to hold on to and this toy feels great in my hand.
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     Anonymous      
    
 First Tantus toy This was my first Tantus toy about ten years ago. I got into anal initially via discovery of my prostate with a G-spot vibrator and then years later a love of enemas. The Ripple Large actually followed several years after the latter. It allowed me to experience the added sensation of stimulating the sphincter nerves, by a toy's shape popping in and out of the Ãƒ nal sphincters both directions. That turned out to be key for helping to understand how such an activity relaxes the anus for something larger. It's great for initial exploration and, if this type of play turns out to be a "fit" for you, be forewarned that you may have dozens of toys in your future ;) In my case there are now a full dozen Tantus toys among those dozens!
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     Anonymous      
    
 The best I have spent so much money on cheaper toys. But always feel best with Tantus. I am now the proud owner of 9 of them. They are awesome.
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     Anonymous      
    
 Very Pleasureable My wife and I have purchased several toys for anal play from Tantus. The large ripple does not disappoint. This toy is one of my go to toys when I want some girth without too much at once. The graduated beads are just right for a night of fun. It allow one to take it slow and at their own pace after every larger bead insertion. Each bead sends a new sensation of pleasure shuttering through your body. We often use this toy prior to pegging to loosen me up or sometimes as a stand alone toy. When it is all the way in it really sends waves of pleasure through my body, especially when my wife rides me to orgasm while inserted. Mind blowing!
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     Anonymous      
    
 Amazing dildo, too long The first pop at the end is just like a finger, pushing and insisting its way in. The second one opens you a little, and from there you're just caught on this smooth series of waves until OOF you bottom out, but you've not gotten to the last bead. I'm not sure whose rectum is long enough to take all of this beautiful little beast.

 

 It's actually taught me how to take things into my sigmoid, but unless that's a commitment you want to take on you may want to go with the Buck.
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              Regular price
              $ 42.00
            /
            



                
 

Smooth and angled, the Acute is a classic natural-sized toy used for both vaginal and anal play that mimics the perfect curve for penetration. Gently shaped for beginners, intermediate, and advanced players, but angled perfectly for yummy satisfaction.

Safe For Your Body: Made from Tantus’ own unique formula of 100% Ultra-Premium Silicone
Easy To Clean: Eco-Friendly, Hypoallergenic, Hygienic, Boilable and Dishwasher Safe.

Diameter: 1.25" 
Insertable Length: 5"
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       A 
         
     Anonymous      
    
 still a favorite after over a year The acute was one of my very first dildos and I found it to be absolutely perfect for starting out and it still continues to be one of my top favorite toys. It has a great comfortable shape with the angle and roundness, and the size is really great as well. I started out anxious about being able to find something that wouldn't be intimidating and uncomfortable, and the acute turned out to be perfect and continues to be one of my most reliable toys even as I build my confidence to try other things. The silicone has a nice slight squishiness and its very easy to clean. It also works well in harnesses though it may need a stabilizer due to it not being very thick. I highly recommend this toy to anyone and especially those just starting out.
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     Anonymous      
    
 First toy! Went with this for my first ever toy and it is an amazing first, not too but but not too small and gets you in all the right places.
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     Anonymous      
    
 YES part 2 As a trans guy it means the world to me that i can have sex this way. I also had a very good leather strapon harness which helped keep it in place properly.

 I feel amazing that i finally didnt have to worry about all the dildos stinking like plastic and couldnt receive a blowjob because of the smell, having to put condoms around the dildos, that then broke down because of the bad pvc, and dildos that were too long or too ridged. The tantus dildo didnt smell or taste at all. I felt like a man and could f**k my boyfriend properly for the first time, without the material failing on me. I almost forgot at times it was a dildo and not "real". It almost makes me teary eyed. This dildo is the bomb and i recommend it to everyone for strapon play. (i only used it anally). I will defenitely buy more from tantus, perhaps the 5 inch slow drive.
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 YES part 1 Dear dear people of tantus. I have bought the acute after having tried many many dildos for many many strapon harnesses. Those had a strong plastic smell, were too long so they poked my partner, so that i couldnt f**k them hard, or had too strong ridges for long time rough play (anally). 

 Not the tantus acute. The angle is PERFECT, it makes it so much easier to get the penetration right. Fantastic. thank you SO much!!! I have had the best sex ever using this for the first time in a harnass on my partner. I used it with fisting cream as lube which worked very well. I tested vaseline and sunflower oil on it. Not affected. I tested pjur original silicone lube on it. After a few hours, the drop caused a tiny tiny little "swelling" of the material, still smooth and shiny, after wiping it off and looking the next day the material had gone back to normal, and looked as if nothing had happened to it. Had the same smoothness and shinyness. Couldnt believe it. Awesome.
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 My Favorite! This toy is by far one of my favorites in my collection. It inserts nicely and provides just the right amount of stimulation. It may be a little on the "small" side but I like to say it's my "sneaky" toy... I'll usually insert it and play with it, accompanied by an outside vibrator, and it will provide a feeling of fullness inside. After a bit of time though, when I least expect it, the head will stimulate my insides, and BAM, huge orgasm! 

 

 I also enjoy this toy because I've had it for years now, and it is still the same high quality as it was day one out of the package. No break down, no smells, and it washes super well!
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              Regular price
              $ 42.00
            /
            



                
Charmer is a dildo designed to hit the G-spot or P-Spot over and over as it's worked in and out. Many people do not know how to find the G-spot. Most G-spot toys on the market are 6" in length, which has led people to think they are supposed to put the toy in all the way, and they end up missing the mark. The urethral sponge is located 1" to 3" inside the vaginal opening, so the Charmer's many ridges are a guaranteed hit!

Safe For Your Body: Made from Tantus’ own unique formula of 100% Ultra-Premium Silicone
Easy To Clean: Eco-Friendly, Hypoallergenic, Hygienic, Boilable, and Dishwasher Safe.

Diameter: 1.4" 
Length: 6.8"
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       A 
         
     Anonymous      
    
 BEST DILDO FOR P SPOT I wasnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t planning on writing a review but here I am. My boyfriend and I have always adored pegging, so I decided to purchase this dildo as a size upgrade from the previous one IÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve had. The shape and ridges were so enticing! I actually received the parcel a bit over a month ago but I only gotten to use it yesterday. IÃ¢â‚¬â„¢m not lying, after a few thrusts inside of him, ridges upturned to his belly, he finished completely from prostate stimulation. It was the first time this happened and I didnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t even think he was able to do that. So here I am, completely shocked and writing a review for a DILDO. If youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re thinking about this purchase, itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s worth every single penny.
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     Anonymous      
    
 This is something special! We had a hard time finding a toy that was suited for a beginner, but the good reviews led us to go with Charmer for her first despite the lack of vibration.

 

 She took to it right away, and is a fan of the smooth texture and shape too. It's been good to have around the past few months (especially with the current isolation).

 

 I came to give a solid 5 stars because today she got off with it alone so hard she cried.

 We didn't even know that was possible, but it really seems to hit the right spots. Consider her charmed!
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     Anonymous      
    
 Charming and lovely This is my first dildo along with my fiancee's first time wearing a full strap--which the Charmer is SUPER compatible with. The texture is wonderful for me, and she doesn't find it too weighty or absurd to wear. It goes where we mean it to and feels so good start to finish. Plus it's super easy to clean and store. We've used it several times and have no complaints about it. It was the perfect beginner's toy (both as a wearer for her and as a recipient for me). The shipping was faster than expected and discrete and I'm just super happy about it.
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     Anonymous      
    
 Charmed I'm sure! I saw this silicone smoothie, and as I'd yet to have a Tantus toy, I had to try it! I lavishly smoothed water-based lubricant over this purple pleaser. With my favourite wand on my clit, I warmed myself up, and soon I couldn't wait any longer; the Charmer had to go in. I guided him in deep, feeling those ridges stroke my inner walls, as I clenched around 'him'. The silicone was almost like skin, touching my inner folds and going deep to find my hot spot, like a heat-seeking missile homed-in on ISIS headquarters.

 

 Though IÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve yet to use Charmer as a strap-on, I am happy to explore this feature should the chance present itself. The silicone does not seem to attract lint excessively, which is pleasing. It is easily cleaned with warm soapy water.

 

 Speaking of water, I have used the Charmer in the shower, as it has a suction base. It stuck fairly well to the tiles and as it is slightly angled it facilitated entry from the rear so I was able to bob back and forth against the wall.

 

 For my full review, please visit www.downthebunnyrabbithole.com
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 Favorite!! This was a little intimidating at first (female beginner), but it has quickly become my absolute favorite toy. I completely agree that this is amazing for hitting the g-spot. Something the description does not indicate, though, is that the Charmer is much wider up at the top than it is at the base. This isn't a negative at all - though that opinion may vary by person and preference - but I don't typically make use of the entire length. I also really appreciate the lack of "realism" in this toy. Overall, this has been a great addition to my toybox!
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              Regular price
              $ 63.00
            /
            



                The Curve Soft features a stepped design that touches the g-spot or p-spot perfectly. Designed for those who don’t know how to manipulate these glands, Curve Soft’s ridges give even a beginner, an educated experience. The Curve Soft works well in the hand or for harness play.

Safe For Your Body: Made from Tantus’ own unique formula of 100% Ultra-Premium Silicone
Easy To Clean: Eco-Friendly, Hypoallergenic, Hygienic, Boilable, and Dishwasher Safe.

Diameter: 1.5" 
 Length: 6.5"
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 Magical I had previously gotten the curve in a grab bag, super duper soft, nearly loved it, and this is the perfect improvement. Definitely pleased with my new go to in my slowly growing collection of Tantus toys.

 

  The firmness strikes a great balance of feeling realistically squishy, while being able to thrust or grind it easily/reliably, and soft enough to do so with near reckless abandon without causing any discomfort. The ridges and curve work wonders for both my gf and myself (male). 

 

  As another review mentions, this is also fantastic for harness play, as it basically puts itself where it needs to be, and is soft enough that it does not press too hard. 

 

  One initial worry I had was how I'd end up liking the surface texture, which is more eggshell than glossy. But after trying it in play, it actually provides a nice amount of friction without feeling grabby. 

 

  A+ all around.
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 Perfect for harness play I bought this specifically to use with a harness I got on this site. It fit perfectly in the harness and was comfortable to wear.

 

 It can be hard with a toy like this (compared to a realdoe) to feel what is happening, but this made it easy to just let go without being scared I was jabbing my partner weird or worry about not aiming properly. It is super soft and the curve and ribs did the aiming for me. 

 

 Vaginal penetration has never really done it for me, and although I tried it myself too this was not the holy grail toy that changed that. However, my partner who does like vaginal penetration was extremely impressed with how it felt. Since that was the main reason I got it in the first place I am extremely satisfied.
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